Now there's an extraordinary plotting paper with a highly respected name: Clearprint.

It's turning up on more high-speed sheet-fed, drum, and flatbed plotters.

And for good reasons.

The same ones that made it a tradition in American drafting rooms for over half a century.

Starting with the San Francisco Bay Bridge in 1933, America's engineers and architects have trusted their archival drawings to Clearprint drafting vellum. It has stayed the same, because it couldn't get any better.

Clearprint drafting vellum is still made with the same 100% new cotton fiber. Treated with the same proprietary process. So you get precise lines. With absolutely no ghosting, cracking or discoloration.

And you get the same consistently even surface. Perfect for handling the swift moves of plotter pens.

You can, if required, use our plotted sheet for manual drafting, erasing and correcting — and still get crisp reproductions.

To prove all of the above, we'll be happy to send you a free Clearprint catalog.

**Making Paper Work.**

Please send us your catalog of samples and suggested price lists.
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